EHS COMPLIANCE AND MANAGEMENT MADE SIMPLE

EHS Hero® seamlessly combines EHS compliance and management into a 360-degree solution that provides industry professionals with everything they need to automate and improve their EHS programs.

Are you tired of having too many EHS systems?!
EHS Hero is an EHS solution developed by EHS experts for EHS professionals. Our integrated and intuitive design makes completing tasks and locating the documents you need quick and easy, with one centralized dashboard for all your EHS reports, processes, plans, training, and more.
Testimonials:

“What stood out to me was EHS Hero’s vast selection of general industry content. If you’re looking into EHS Hero, just get it! You won’t regret it!”

MICHELLE BOURKE
Health Safety Environmental Specialist at Liva Nova

“Before EHS Hero, I had a lot of outdated, ineffectual safety training materials. What ultimately sold me was the large amount of content available and how easy EHS Hero was to use.”

JEFFERY VOORHIES
CSP, EHS Engineer at North America Fuel System

“EHS Hero offers comprehensive subject matter and is easy to use. EHS Hero will make your life and job so much easier – I couldn’t be more pleased.”

JLYNN FRANCKE
Human Resources Manager at BUSE Timber & Sales, Inc.
A COMPREHENSIVE EHS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

INFORMATION YOU CAN MOVE ON
Actionable information that gets straight to the point and helps you make educated decisions while complying with regulatory requirements.

**Major benefits:**
- Time-saving updates on regulatory changes
- Trustworthy guidance from experienced industry experts

PLANS AND PROCESSES YOU CAN QUICKLY IMPLEMENT
Strategically implement comprehensive action plans and procedures to achieve organizational goals. Our premade templates include the latest regulatory requirements and industry best practices, making implementation a breeze.

**Major benefits:**
- Ready-to-use templates
- Implement industry best practices
- Optimize efficiency

ACTIONABLE AND INSIGHTFUL REPORTING
Ensure your audits and training are completed on time while displaying insights on incidents, audits, actions, and training reporting metrics at a high level.

**Major benefits:**
- Automated OSHA reporting
- Track leading and lagging indicators
- Reporting analytics

A STRAIGHTFORWARD APPROACH TO EMPLOYEE TRAINING
Uncomplicate employee training using expertly crafted, compliance-meeting training content. Facilitate training requirements and recordkeeping with our user-friendly and intuitive training management tools.

**Major benefits:**
- Expert-developed training programs
- Out-of-the-box training
- Training notifications
RISK MITIGATION AND OPTIMIZED WORKFLOWS

Build and configure task-specific workflows that span audit, permit, and risk life cycles unique to your organization. Make informed decisions, and gain complete control of audit and permit management while mitigating company risk.

Major benefits:
- Custom procedure-building and editing
- KPI tracking
- Risk tracking

INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Key tools that talk to one another so you can track essential insights on internal workflows, documents, and processes working together to ensure regulatory requirements are met and understood by key stakeholders. Built-in engagement and accountability tools manage and track compliance and EHS activities for individuals involved with your organization.

Major benefits:
- Custom procedure-building and editing
- Engagement and accountability features
- Workflow tracking executable documents

ANOTHER SET OF VIRTUAL HANDS

As an extra set of hands, the virtual assistant automates manual workflows through reminder notifications and auto task assignment. These tools keep a pulse on your company’s EHS health while ensuring employee accountability.

Major benefits:
- Custom dashboard C.A.P.A. tracking
- Task and reminder scheduling
- Document management

Our workflow tools integrate to combine training, actions, plans, incidents, and reporting to make managing EHS simple. Start a conversation with one of our solutions experts to see how EHS Hero® can help you optimize your EHS program today.